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`One of the most important documents of the twentieth century.' - Sir Peter Medawar, New Scientist

`One cannot help feeling that, if it had been translated as soon as it had been originally published, philosophy in this country might have been saved some detours. Professor Popper's thesis has that quality of greatness that, once seen, it appears simple and almost obvious' - Times Literary Supplement     

       When first published in 1959, this book revolutionized contemporary thinking about science and knowledge. It remains the one of the most widely read books about science to come out of the twentieth century.     

About the Author
   
Karl Popper (1902-94) Philosopher, born in Vienna. One of the most famous thinkers of the twentieth century.
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Programming SQL Server 2005O'Reilly, 2006
SQL Server 2005, Microsoft's next-generation data management and analysis solution, represents a huge leap forward.  It comes with a myriad of changes that deliver increased security, scalability, and power--making it the complete data package.  Used properly, SQL Server 2005 can help organizations of all sizes meet their data...
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An Introduction to Analog and Digital CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	An introductory course on analog and digital communications is fundamental to the undergraduate

	program in electrical engineering. This course is usually offered at the junior level.

	Typically, it is assumed that the student has a background in calculus, electronics, signals

	and systems, and possibly probability theory.
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iPhone For Dummies: Includes iPhone 4For Dummies, 2010

	The full-color guide to getting the most out of your iPhone


	Completely updated and revised throughout, this full-color guide covers Apple's new iPhone and iOS 4. Bestselling veteran authors Baig and LeVitus introduce you to the capabilities of the iPhone whether you're making phone calls, browsing the Internet,...
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Manual of Nephrology: Diagnosis and Therapy (Spiral Manual Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004
The sixth edition of the Manual of Nephrology continues to focus on the practical clinical aspects of the diagnosis and management of patients with electrolyte and acid-base disorders, urinary tract infections, kidney stones, glomerulonephritis and vasculitis, acute or chronic renal failure, hypertension,...
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Leadership Processes and Follower Self-identity (Lea Series in Organization and Management.)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Presenting a follower-centered perspective on leadership, this book focuses on followers as the direct determinant of leadership effects because it is generally through follower reactions and behaviors that leadership attempts succeed or fail. Therefore, leadership theory needs to be articulated with a theory of how followers create meaning from...
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Career Command Through Filipino Martial ArtsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Are you ready to advance your career like a warrior? Are you ready to get a promotion and a raise without sacrificing your integrity? Are you ready to fall back in love with your job? Dr. Bryan Stoops is an educator and professional martial artist. Bryan has over fifteen years of experience in K12, both as a teacher and administrator in places...
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